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Students construct an understanding of why we see the sun in different places in the sky at different times and why we
don’t see the sun at all during the nighttime. Students observe a video animation of Earth’s spin and then use a Shared
Listening routine to discuss how Earth’s spin relates to what we observe in the sky. The class revisits the Mount Nose
Role-Play and considers where they see the sun as they spin and why we see different things in the sky at different
times. Students return to the What We Know About Daytime and Nighttime chart and add a visual representation of
Earth’s spin. The teacher introduces a new key concept to summarize the effect of Earth’s spin on what we see in the
sky. Students use the reference book to investigate the pattern of where we see the Moon in the sky and apply their
understanding of Earth’s spin to explain that pattern. The purpose of this lesson is to provide students with multimodal
opportunities to construct their understanding that we see the sun in different places in the sky during the daytime and
then not at all during the nighttime because of Earth’s spin.

Anchor Phenomenon:Anchor Phenomenon: Sai observed the sky change from daytime to nighttime.
InInvveesstigtigativative Phenomenon:e Phenomenon: The sun is in a different place at different times of the day but is not visible at night.

StudentStudents les learn:arn:

Lesson Overview

• As Earth spins, we face different directions, so the sky looks different to us.

• When the Moon is visible in the sky, it makes an arc-like pattern in the sky throughout the day.
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Partners read a section of Patterns of Earth and Space and investigate a pattern
of the Moon’s position in the sky.

Instructional Guide
1. T1. Trransition tansition to ino invveesstigtigating the Moon.ating the Moon.

Accept all responses.

2. R2. Reevisit the Dvisit the Daayytime and Nighttime Dtime and Nighttime Datata charta chart.. Point to the chart.

33. Displa. Display they the PPattatterns oerns of Ef Earth and Sparth and Spacacee big book.big book.

T 1 2

3
READING

Investigating a Pattern of
the Moon

Investigating a Pattern of the
Moon

15
MIN

We have learned that as Earth spins, we face different directions, so the sky looks different to us. We know that
we see the sun during the daytime, and we see the stars during nighttime.

What else can we observe in the sky besides the sun and stars?

We created this chart to organize the data we gathered about what we can observe in the sky during the daytime,
during the nighttime, and during both the daytime and the nighttime.

Some of these objects are things that are closer to us on Earth, like birds or bats. Some of these objects are
things that are farther out in space, like the Moon or meteors.

We investigated and found a pattern to where we see one of these objects, the sun, in the sky. Now we can
investigate another object, the Moon, to figure out if there is a pattern to where we see it in the sky.

Patterns of Earth and Space is our reference book. Scientists use reference books to look up information that
they want to learn more about. We read part of this book once before to learn about patterns of daytime and
nighttime.
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44. Displa. Display the cy the contontentents ps pagage oe of thef the PPattatterns oerns of Ef Earth and Sparth and Spacacee big book.big book.

Read several of the headings on the contents page, including the “Patterns of Where We See the Moon” heading.

55. S. Set a purpoet a purposse fe for ror reeading.ading.

66. R. Reevisit the Pvisit the Partner Rartner Reeading Guidelineading Guideliness.. Review the Partner Reading Guidelines. Invite a volunteer to be your reading
partner. Read each guideline aloud and model the corresponding behavior with a partner.

77. Dis. Distributtribute one ce one copopy oy off PPattatterns oerns of Ef Earth and Sparth and Spacacee sstudent booktudent books ts to eo each pach pairair.. Assist students in finding page 24 as
needed. Give students time to read in pairs and observe the pictures.

88. Gather s. Gather studenttudents’ atts’ attention and disention and discuscuss the Moon.s the Moon.

This is the contents page. Remember that the contents page tells readers the important sections of the book. It
also tells them what pages contain the information they are looking for so that they can find it.

If we want to learn more about the Moon, which section should we read?
[Patterns of Where We See the Moon.]

Point to the “Patterns of Where We See the Moon” heading.

The contents show that we can find out more about observing patterns of the Moon in the section on page 24.

Turn to the “Patterns of Where We See the Moon” section on page 24.

You and your partner will work together to read this section and look at the pictures to figure out if there is a
pattern to where we see the Moon in the sky.

• Sit next to your partner.

• Put the book between you.

• Take turns.

• Read in a quiet voice.

• Work together to read and understand.

What did you read and observe about where the Moon is in the sky at different times?
[The Moon is in different places in the sky at different times.]

What do you notice that is similar about the Moon and the sun?
[The Moon and the sun are both in different places in the sky at different times. The Moon and the sun both make
a pattern in the sky—low, then high, then low again.]
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Accept all responses. If students don’t mention Earth’s spin, encourage them to think about why they see the pattern of
the sun in the sky at different times. Then help them draw a connection between what they observe in the Moon
pictures in the reference book and the sun observations posted on the Sky Mural.

99. D. Drraaw sw studenttudents’ atts’ attention tention to the botto the bottom diagrom diagram on pam on pagage 25e 25..

Point to the Sky Mural.

1100. U. Usse the Ske the Sky Mury Mural tal to hao havve se studenttudents maks make pre predictions about the Moon.edictions about the Moon. Direct students' attention to the Sky Mural.
Point to various places on the Sky Mural and ask students to make predictions.

Students’ responses may vary. However, students should be able to identify a future location of the Moon as anywhere
farther along the same arc-like path that the sun follows.

Point out to students that the Moon makes a similar pattern in the sky as the sun, so we can use that pattern to make
predictions. Also point out that even though the Moon makes a similar pattern in the sky as the sun, it doesn’t always
make the pattern at the same time, and we cannot always see it.

11. C11. Conclude the leonclude the lesssson.on. Collect the Patterns of Earth and Space student books. Let students know that in the next
lesson, they will use what they have learned to help Sai understand why it changed from daytime to nighttime when he
talked on the phone with his grandma.

Why do you think the Moon makes this pattern in the sky?

This picture shows where the Moon is in the sky at different times during the daytime and the nighttime. Even
though we see the Moon in four different places in this picture, Earth has only one Moon.

Our Sky Mural shows where the sun is in the sky at different times. We know that there is only one sun, but we
see the sun in different places on the Sky Mural because we recorded more than one observation of the sun.

Just like our Sky Mural shows where the sun is in the sky at different times, this picture shows where the Moon is
in the sky at different times.

• Point to the Sky Mural above the “1” label and at a low height.

If you observed the Moon in the sky at this location, where would you predict it would be if you observed it a little
while after that? Why do you think so?

• Point to the Sky Mural above the “4” label and at a high height.

If you observed the Moon in the sky at this location, where would you predict it would be if you observed it a little
while after that? Why do you think so?
[Closer to the horizon and farther to the right.]
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Teacher Support
Background

SScienccience Note Note: The Moonrise: The Moonrise and Moonse and Moonsetet
In this activity, students investigate the pattern that the Moon can make in the sky in a single day. Like the sun, the
Moon rises and sets each day; however, its pattern is more variable than the sun’s daily pattern because of Earth’s
movement around the sun and the phases of the Moon. When the Moon is new, it rises and sets with the sun, so it is not
visible in the sky at all. If we could see it, it would rise in the morning, be highest in the middle of the day (in the south),
and set in the evening. At first quarter (the phase depicted in the “Patterns of Where We See the Moon” section of
Patterns of Earth and Space in which approximately half of the Moon is illuminated), the Moon is about six hours behind
the sun. It rises in the middle of the day, is high in the south at sunset, and sets in the middle of the night. When the
Moon is full, it is opposite the sun and about 12 hours behind it. It rises as the sun sets, is high in the south at midnight,
and sets in the morning at sunrise. (Note that a common alternative conception is that the Moon always rises at night
and sets in the morning, and is only up in the sky at night. This is true when the Moon is full, but not at other times.) At
last quarter (when the other half of the Moon is illuminated), the Moon is about 18 hours behind the sun. It rises in the
middle of the night, is high in the south at dawn, and sets in the middle of the day.

Instructional Suggestion

Going FGoing Further: Oburther: Obssererving the Moonving the Moon
If you have extra time, you might consider finding a time when the Moon will be visible in the sky during the school day
and having students observe it. You may have students observe and record the position of the Moon using the same
procedures for recording the position of the sun. In addition, students might want to make a note or drawing of the
shape they see when they observe the Moon.
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Partners read a section of Patterns of Earth and Space and investigate a pattern
of the Moon’s position in the sky.

Instructional Guide
1. T1. Trransition tansition to ino invveesstigtigating the Moon.ating the Moon.

Accept all responses.

2. R2. Reevisit the Dvisit the Daayytime and Nighttime Dtime and Nighttime Datata charta chart.. Point to the chart.

33. Displa. Display they the PPattatterns oerns of Ef Earth and Sparth and Spacacee big book.big book.

T 1 2

3
READING

Investigating a Pattern of
the Moon

Investigating a Pattern of the
Moon

15
MIN

Hemos aprendido que mientras la Tierra gira, miramos hacia diferentes direcciones, así que el cielo se ve
diferente para nosotros. Sabemos que vemos el sol durante las horas diurnas, y vemos las estrellas durante las
horas nocturnas.

¿Qué más podemos observar en el cielo además del sol y las estrellas?

Creamos esta gráfica para organizar los datos que reunimos sobre qué podemos observar en el cielo durante las
horas diurnas, durante las horas nocturnas y tanto en las horas diurnas como en las horas nocturnas.

Algunos de estos objetos son cosas que están más cerca de nosotros en la Tierra, como pájaros o murciélagos.
Algunos de estos objetos son cosas que están más lejos en el espacio, como la Luna o los meteoros.

Investigamos y encontramos un patrón basado en la parte del cielo en que vemos uno de estos objetos: el sol.
Ahora podemos investigar otro objeto, la Luna, para averiguar si hay un patrón basado en la parte del cielo en
que la vemos.
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44. Displa. Display the cy the contontentents ps pagage oe of thef the PPattatterns oerns of Ef Earth and Sparth and Spacacee big book.big book.

Read several of the headings on the contents page, including the “Patterns of Where We See the Moon” heading.

55. S. Set a purpoet a purposse fe for ror reeading.ading.

66. R. Reevisit the Pvisit the Partner Rartner Reeading Guidelineading Guideliness.. Review the Partner Reading Guidelines. Invite a volunteer to be your reading
partner. Read each guideline aloud and model the corresponding behavior with a partner.

77. Dis. Distributtribute one ce one copopy oy off PPattatterns oerns of Ef Earth and Sparth and Spacacee sstudent booktudent books ts to eo each pach pairair.. Assist students in finding page 24 as
needed. Give students time to read in pairs and observe the pictures.

88. Gather s. Gather studenttudents’ atts’ attention and disention and discuscuss the Moon.s the Moon.

Nuestro libro de referencia es Patrones de la Tierra y del espacio. Los científicos usan libros de referencia para
consultar información sobre la cual quieren aprender más. Leímos parte de este libro una vez para aprender
acerca de los patrones de las horas diurnas y de las horas nocturnas.

Esta es la página del Contenido. Recuerden que la página del Contenido les dice a los lectores las secciones
importantes del libro. También les dice qué páginas contienen la información que están buscando, para que
puedan encontrarla.

Si queremos aprender más acerca de la luna, ¿qué sección deberíamos leer?
[Patrones de dónde vemos la luna].

Señalen el encabezado "Patrones de dónde vemos la luna".

El contenido muestra que puedo averiguar más sobre observar patrones de la Luna en la sección en la página 24.

Pasen a la sección "Patrones de dónde vemos la Luna" en la página 24.

Trabajen en parejas para leer esta sección y mirar los dibujos para averiguar si hay un patrón basado en la parte
del cielo en que vemos la Luna.

• Sit next to your partner.

• Put the book between you.

• Take turns.

• Read in a quiet voice.

• Work together to read and understand.

¿Qué leyeron y observaron sobre en qué parte del cielo está la Luna a diferentes horas?
[La Luna está en diferentes lugares del cielo a diferentes horas].
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Accept all responses. If students don’t mention Earth’s spin, encourage them to think about why they see the pattern of
the sun in the sky at different times. Then help them draw a connection between what they observe in the Moon
pictures in the reference book and the sun observations posted on the Sky Mural.

99. D. Drraaw sw studenttudents’ atts’ attention tention to the botto the bottom diagrom diagram on pam on pagage 25e 25..

Point to the Sky Mural.

1100. U. Usse the Ske the Sky Mury Mural tal to hao havve se studenttudents maks make pre predictions about the Moon.edictions about the Moon. Direct students' attention to the Sky Mural.
Point to various places on the Sky Mural and ask students to make predictions.

Students’ responses may vary. However, students should be able to identify a future location of the Moon as anywhere
farther along the same arc-like path that the sun follows.

Point out to students that the Moon makes a similar pattern in the sky as the sun, so we can use that pattern to make
predictions. Also point out that even though the Moon makes a similar pattern in the sky as the sun, it doesn’t always
make the pattern at the same time, and we cannot always see it.

¿Qué notan que es similar sobre la Luna y el sol?
[Tanto la Luna como el sol están en diferentes lugares del cielo a diferentes horas. Tanto la Luna como el sol
hacen un patrón en el cielo: bajo, luego alto, luego bajo de nuevo].

¿Por qué piensan que la Luna hace este patrón en el cielo?

Este dibujo muestra en qué parte del cielo está la Luna a diferentes horas durante las horas diurnas y las horas
nocturnas. Aunque vemos la Luna en cuatro lugares diferentes en este dibujo, la Tierra solo tiene una luna.

Nuestro Mural del cielo muestra en qué parte del cielo está el sol a diferentes horas. Sabemos que solo hay un
sol, pero vemos el sol en diferentes lugares en el Mural del cielo porque anotamos más de una observación del
sol.

Al igual que nuestro Mural del cielo muestra en qué parte del cielo está el sol a diferentes horas, este dibujo
muestra en qué parte del cielo está la Luna a diferentes horas.

• Point to the Sky Mural above the “1” label and at a low height.

Si observaran la Luna en el cielo en esta ubicación, ¿dónde predirían que estaría si la observaran un ratito más
tarde? ¿Por qué piensan eso?

• Point to the Sky Mural above the “4” label and at a high height.

Si observaran la Luna en el cielo en esta ubicación, ¿dónde predirían que estaría si la observaran un ratito más
tarde? ¿Por qué piensan eso?
[Más cerca del horizonte y más lejos hacia la derecha]
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11. C11. Conclude the leonclude the lesssson.on. Collect the Patterns of Earth and Space student books. Let students know that in the next
lesson, they will use what they have learned to help Sai understand why it changed from daytime to nighttime when he
talked on the phone with his grandma.

Teacher Support
Background

SScienccience Note Note: The Moonrise: The Moonrise and Moonse and Moonsetet
In this activity, students investigate the pattern that the Moon can make in the sky in a single day. Like the sun, the
Moon rises and sets each day; however, its pattern is more variable than the sun’s daily pattern because of Earth’s
movement around the sun and the phases of the Moon. When the Moon is new, it rises and sets with the sun, so it is not
visible in the sky at all. If we could see it, it would rise in the morning, be highest in the middle of the day (in the south),
and set in the evening. At first quarter (the phase depicted in the “Patterns of Where We See the Moon” section of
Patterns of Earth and Space in which approximately half of the Moon is illuminated), the Moon is about six hours behind
the sun. It rises in the middle of the day, is high in the south at sunset, and sets in the middle of the night. When the
Moon is full, it is opposite the sun and about 12 hours behind it. It rises as the sun sets, is high in the south at midnight,
and sets in the morning at sunrise. (Note that a common alternative conception is that the Moon always rises at night
and sets in the morning, and is only up in the sky at night. This is true when the Moon is full, but not at other times.) At
last quarter (when the other half of the Moon is illuminated), the Moon is about 18 hours behind the sun. It rises in the
middle of the night, is high in the south at dawn, and sets in the middle of the day.

Instructional Suggestion

Going FGoing Further: Oburther: Obssererving the Moonving the Moon
If you have extra time, you might consider finding a time when the Moon will be visible in the sky during the school day
and having students observe it. You may have students observe and record the position of the Moon using the same
procedures for recording the position of the sun. In addition, students might want to make a note or drawing of the
shape they see when they observe the Moon.
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